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commodity polymer will moreover allow fine-tuning of the mechanical properties, a feature that can be of 
great importance in the printing electronic area, assisting the deposition of more stable active layers.
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Generally, the nature of charge-carrier transport of polymer-based OFETs are manipulated through 
molecular-energy-level tuning, limiting injection of one type of charge carrier1.  
Ambipolar charge transport 2 can sometimes be desirable, including electronic applications such as 
complementary-like logic circuitry especially in light of development of bio-compatible devices. 
Although ambipolarity has been demonstrated to be an intrinsic property in organic materials, here we 
give evidence that it is possible to balance electron and hole mobility in OFET active layers1,2,3. In the 
attempt of investigating the transport properties of diketopyrrolopyrrole-thieno [3,2-b] thiophene 
copolymers (DPP-T-TT) ) that standardly are used as hole-transporting polymer semiconductors but 
can display n-type behavior, we exemplify our approach controlling gate dielectric surface 
treatment4 and casting temperature in order to enhance n-type behavior. Blending DPP-T-TT with 
the insulator high-density polyethylene (HDPE)5,6 thereby assists realization of balanced charge carrier 
mobilities. We also demonstrate that it provides an additional tool to enhance the materials p-type 
mobility. Addition of a commodity polymer will moreover allow fine-tuning of the mechanical 
properties, a feature that can be of great importance in the printing electronic area, assisting the 
deposition of more stable active layers. 
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Representative transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of DPP-T-TT:HDPE 
60:40 bottom-gate bottom-contact field-effect transistors. Source-drain 
voltages are -1V and -40V.  Source-gate voltages in the outputs ranges from 0 
V to -40 V with -10 V step. Ambipolar transfer characteristics (c), source-drain 
voltage is -20V.  
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ABSTRACT

Printed electronic circuits on low-temperature plastic substrates have enormous potential across a range of 
consumer markets including automotive windows, wearable devices, healthcare devices and smart labels. 
Many of these applications require a combination of both printed electronics, which offers large area and 
flexibility at low cost, and conventional silicon electronics which allows much greater functionality. Currently 
the main technique used for integrating silicon devices with plastic electronics is Isotropic Conductive Adhesive 
(ICA) packaging. With this approach, a conductive adhesive (typically a silver-loaded paste) is printed onto 
the substrate at sites where electrical connection is required. The silicon device is then placed in position, 
and the adhesive is cured. The same approach is also being used to mount flexible plastic electronic chips on 
plastic substrates. In this project we will investigate the use of Non Conductive Adhesive (NCA) packaging as 
an alternative route for integrating active devices on low-temperature substrates. With the NCA approach, 
electrical connections are mediated by conductive bumps on the active device, and the role of the adhesive 
is purely to pull these bumps into contact with the pads on the substrate. NCA packaging offers several 
advantages over ICA. Firstly it is more efficient at the point of assembly because it does not require selective 
deposition of the adhesive; instead the NCA is dispensed (or applied in film form) over the entire device area. 
Secondly, it inherently provides an underfill between device and substrate which improves reliability; thirdly it 
is scalable to finer interconnect pitches which will become important in the future. In addition to working on 
pure NCA packaging, we will also explore the feasibility of using thermosonic (TS) bonding to form metal-metal 
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micro-joints between the bumps and the substrate pads. TS bonding uses a combination of heat, pressure and 
ultrasonic energy to facilitate the formation of direct metal-metal bonds at lower temperatures and pressures 
than would be required for thermo-compression bonding. If a working process can be established for plastic 
electronics then it will provide more reliable interconnections than any purely adhesive-based approach.  

Ultimately we envisage a combined thermosonic-adhesive (TA) process for plastic electronics in which a 
thermosonic bonding step is carried out during the NCA curing cycle – see Figure 1. The process comprises four 
steps: (1) apply NCA to plastic electronic substrate; (2) place and align active device; (3) apply pressure, heat 
and ultrasound as required to form TS bonds and cure NCA; (4) cool and withdraw pick-up tool.

Figure 1.  Thermosonic-adhesive packaging process combining NCA packaging and thermosonic bonding
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